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Introduction

.he concept of integrated rural development, since its

inception has always been suffering from overexpos.re and

^implementation. All the many discussion papers and

journal articles addressed tothesubject,- all the confer-

ences, seminars and workshops held over the years seem so

far to have yielded few carefully planned, systematically

integrated programs which can be pointed to as successful

examples to emulate. Yet most experts agree that the

integrated approach is crucial to accelerating rural de_

velopment.

The complaint often he,*, is that it appears to be

far easier to integrate rural development in theory than in

practice. The practitioners' suggestion for this reason is

that they are left alone in translating the experts' theory

into practice _ and this, according to them, is too much

burden. They accuse the experts who write the papers and

concuct the workshops and seminars on integrated rural

development of "playing intellectual games with them", of

acting like doctors who are willing to diagnose the ailment

but reluctant to participate in the treatment. But given

a deeper thought, this is not the main cause of the failure

of rural development projects. The fact is that both planners

ana practitioners alike often concentrate on physical and

economic factors, while the human element is ignored, indeed,

it is not unusual for thought to be given to everything, but



not to the people who are to be involved in the project.

The people often lack the information they need to cope with

new situations - while the governments do not get the infor-

mation they need on the people's need, priorities and possi-

bilities.

The rural poor have had little or no participation

in their own development. But in my opinion, I see develop-

ment in terms of what Merrill Ewert calls "Humanization Devel

opment," where people are recognized as being capable of

transforming their own reality, where motivation for change

comes from the people's definition of their needs and out of

their outline of options and priorities. For this reali-

zation to occur, according to Ewert, "the emphasis must be

on the process of self realization....the result of people

gaining increasing control over their environment and

destiny...the starting point for development must be people

themselves...their problems, their needs, their motivations

and their aspirations."1 I view development support

communication as a tool to help the people achieve their

perceive* ana conceived development goals and objectives.

It is my belief that the rural poor have their own

knowledge based on concrete empirical experience in living

with nature and society. This knowledge, however, tends to

be static or at best slow-moving in the absence of a con-

ceptual apparatus that can more readily respond to new

situations and problems. At the same time, this empirical



' - ^ - ^ h e poor contains elements capable of generating

by scientific adaptation and development, more appropriate

solutions to their problems than what formal science

alienfre, the people may offer independent of popular know-

organic fusion with participatory mobilization and organiza-

tions of the rural poor - is therefore a critical necessity.

Social scientists are needed to share their lives with the

Poor to analyze their social environment together with them,

educationists are needed to develop with the rural poor

concepts and methods of education more meaningful in terms

of the real problems of their lives, natural scientists,

engineers and doctors are needed to analyze with the people

their empirical knowledge and technological ideas to see what

is promising therein and help develop them scientifically

they are also needed to help assess the poor's resources and

("vise with them efficient economic and technological uses

Ana most importantly, development support communication experts

are needed to cater to the real informationneedsof the people

and governments, fostering a genuine two way flow of infor-

mation. ^ls would be a keystone in a democratic c«munication

system, in which ordinary people would have much greater

access to ami opportunity to participate in communications-

i. which individuals and groups enjoyed -a right to communicate
a right to be informed and a right to inform."

It is with this belief that I have strong confidence



that the DSC is an appropriate tool and solution to the

stagnant situation of the rural development in Nigeria.

Moreover, my belief and confidence are based on my practical

experience as a Nigerian born in the rural area, grown up

in the rural area, with my early education and teaching

experience of twelve years of unbroken service in the rural

area before obtaining my early university education in

urban Lagos, Nigeria. And later I became a social development

officer in the Federal Ministry of Social Development Youth

Sports and Culture, whereby I have the priviledge of being

associated with the Nigerian DSC right from its inception.

This explains why the statement of the problem of this project

is from my practical experience and association with the

consultant who planned the DSC for Nigeria.

In the preparation of this project, I intend to present

a case for a Development Support Communication in Nigeria

and then develop a function model of the DSC for Fagbo

community - a rural group of villages in Ondo State of

Nigeria where I once worked as a teacher and as a volunteer

community organizer (VCO) during the special Cocoa develop-

ment program sponsored by the World Bank (1962-1968)

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM VS. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM IN NIGERIA

Development Program in Nigeria

Nigeria like other developing countries benefitted

from the worldwide development aid program aimed at "developing



the third world" during the last quarter of the century. And

like her counterparts in the program, her projects only

collapsed shortly after they took off.

One of the many economic development projects established

in Nigeria was the Niger Agricultural Project initiated in

1949 based on the village of Mokwa in the then Niger province

(now Niger state). The project had as its objective the

development of vast areas in the relatively sparsely popu-

lated region of Nigeria known as "Middle Belt." The project

took off in 1951, jointly run by both the Colonial Development

Corporation and the Central Government of Nigeria, but only

to be liquidated in 1954.

Among other reasons Baldwin suggests for the failure of

the project are:

a) Initial planning

b) Inadequacy of local knowledge

c) Use of machinery

d) Nature of innovation

e) Human problems

Two of the above reasons are of interest to Communication

experts in development. First, with respect to local know-

ledge, Baldwin admits that the firm did its best to obtain

information especially at the higher level. But at the lower

level, it would appear that little attempt was made to utilize

the local farmers' knowledge, especially in connection with

the customary sizes of local farms, crops grown and yields

obtained, the labor unit and amount of work performed.



Second, on the factor of innovation itself, he argues

that "undue haste gave the farmers no time to satisfy

themselves that the new methods were better than their own."

This lack of adequate communication with the target group was

the measure of the failure to activate the perpetual commit-

ment of the people to the goals of the program.

A similar project established in Fagbo Village of then

Ondo province (now Ondo state), failed within five years of

its "take-off." The Fagbo Cocoa Development project was

established to increase cocoa production by introducing new

quality "Amazon" hybrid cocoa, fertilizer and insecticide

for use by local farmers. But due to the inadequate infor-

mation on these new ideas and materials, the project equally

failed and the farmers, instead of improving their condition,

have become more backward in production due to the time

"wasted" learning to adopt new ideas which didn't succeed.

There also are so many development projects locally organized

— either initiated by the governments (state or local) or

by the community members themselves. These projects have

always enjoyed initial propaganda at the inception or official

opening. Similarly they all died off after the initial

enthusiasm of the local people had exhausted. The cause of

this situation has been that the government of Nigeria has

not created a channel through which the enthusiasm of the

people will be permanently sustained or reinforced. The

result of this is that it becomes very difficult to win the



response of the people when another set of innovations is

thought of and brought to them. The unfortunate point to

note is that Nigeria has invested very heavily on her system

of mass communication in recent years, and yet no thought

is given to communication support for development programs,

as will be reflected in the country's communication system

discussed below.

Communication System in Nigeria

Nigeria is currently witnessing a proliferation of

mass media institutions as a result of the increase in the

social, economic and political power of the ̂country. The

Federal Radio Corporation has established state stations

in each of the nineteen states of the Federation, in addi-

tion to the already existing stations previously owned by

the former regions of the country. Every state has also

established its own radio station. A national Nigerian

Television Authority (NTA), has been established and is

operating in color. The NTA has now acquired all the

television stations formerly owned by state governments.

There are at present nineteen TV stations in the country.

A decision to use a tethered balloon system for the network

service has reached an implementation stage. Telephone

services are planned to take advantage of this infrastructure.

Also in use is a geo-stationary satellite broadcasting system

for the West African region. Nigeria's Federal Ministry of

Information has set up public enlightenment centers in each



of the states and is planning to establish "information

banks" to assist media gatekeepers in their jobs. There are

sixteen surviving national dailies, thirty-two weekly papers

and twenty-eight monthly magazines.4

The current communication explosion in Nigeria in the

tempo of increasing economic activity would seem to support,

the view that the size of the communication activity reflects

the economic development of a society. A high level infor-

mation executive in one of Nigeria's states once remarked

that the development of the mass media in Nigeria was

standing in reciprocal relationship to its economic develop-

ment. Nigerian mass media and the economy seem to support

and boost each other. Estimated advertizing expenditures

for all agencies operating in Nigeria rose from N19,197

million ($28,795.5 million) in 1974 to N24,599 million

($36,890.5 million) in 1975,6 an increase of 20% for additional

information.

But what does the increase in mass communication mean to

the average Nigerian? The media system itself has been

found to be geared to the interests and tastes of the higher-

status segments. Wedel and Pillsworth have noted the tendency

of media-set ownership to be concentrated among the urban

middle and upper classes.7 in trying to bridge the gap in

knowledge through the communication of development issues,

Nigerian mass media people have resorted to an increasing

use of the local languages. Broadcasting seems to use the



local languages more than the print media. But even then

communication in English seems to dominate the broadcasting

scene. The categories of information of Nigeria mass

media are: News, sports, general entertainment, religion,

education, public service announcements, general public

information, personal/social engagement and commercial

advertising.

It can be observed that as a tool for spurring the

development process the Nigerian mass communication system

has not proven very effective. In fact, development and

communication are out of gear. On the one hand, we have

communication used without development purpose - on the

other we have development action without communication sup-

port. Yet in an ideal situation, the two would work hand

in hand. The "Operation Feed the Nation" initiated by the

last military regime which has since been renamed Green Re-

volution Program by the succeeding civilian regime had

the initial clamorous mass media support but soon died down

because the program lacked a way of diffusing the ideas to

the masses in the rural area. It was "fun in high places"

when the then Nigerian Head of State, General Obansanjo

and his top men, under the coverage of television cameras,

were planting maize at the back of the Dodan Barracks which

served as the state house then and eventually became the

present state house, while the farmers in the rural areas of

the country did not even have the idea of what was going on



in Lagos about the program.

It is little surprise today then to see that the program

is better known in files of its officers in Lagos than among

the rural farmers. It is also little wonder then that

Nigeria, who once exported palm oil and rice, is now

importing the same palm oil, rice and other agricultural

food items.

What is lacking is the useful, imaginative, ground-

breaking strategies for mass communicating the necessary

innovations, reliably, efficiently and equitably to the

rural peasantry. This lack is made all the more shameful

because the technologies of mass communication are just as

available to Nigeria as the innovations.

There was a time in Nigeria that the mass media was

conceived as one of the most crucial factors impelling

rural transformation through accelerated diffusion of produc-

tivity-increasing innovations. Media facilities were made

available for development purposes in the form of radio

programs, mobile cinemas, posters, handbills, brochures on

health, agricultural development and literacy campaigns.

Demonstration centers were created a-1 over the country for

the World Bank and World Health Organization sponsored

development programs, where extension and front line workers

demonstrated with all sorts of communication materials on

health, agriculture and adult education projects with the

masses in the rural area. At this time, one saw the pro-

mising role of mass media as a wonderful vehicle of innovation



in the process of rural social change.

Regretably, the optimism concerning the potentially

powerful role of mass media in the development of rural

communities in Nigeria soon started to die off. The reason

being that the leaders of the newly independent country were

preoccupied with the distribution of political and economic

power, so much so that the government controlled communica-

tion channels were diverted to partisan political propaganda

exercises - just as Roling et al., (1976) put it rightly

in their article. (Diffusion of Innovations and the Issues

of Equity in Rural Development), "New preoccupations emerged

centering on the peasant's limited access to resources

necessary to make the adoption of innovations possible."9

For example, the farmers' agricultural loan scheme was later

stopped, government subsidies on the fertilizers and other

farm crops chemicals were cut off, literacy campaign and

classes became things of the past, mass media health pro-

grams on preventive and environmental sanitation were off

the air - all these continued to change in accordance with

the changes in the people that occupied political positions

at different tiems. The observation of Bordenave (1976)

in his article (Communication of Agricultural Innovation in

Latin America), is just relevant to the situation when he

remarks, "The limitation of peasants' access to resources

of innovation were often based on inequitable distributions

of political and economic power in society."10



The result of these problems in the rural area was

that after the Initial publicity gimmick, the optimism and

enthusiasm aroused in the peasants were killed by the lack

of continuous supportive process of the mass media.

Hitherto, the rural communities of Nigeria continue to

remain underdeveloped with all the concomitants of ruralness.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND THE NEED FOR DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

COMMUNICATION (DSC) SERVICES IN NIGERIA

The Federal Ministry of Social Development, Youth Sports

and culture, relaizing the immense value and importance of

communication to its country-wide development projects,

expressed the need for establishing a medium-sized printing

outfit at the social Development Directorate, Lagos as part

of a DSC Unit and sought UNICEF assistance.

This Federal DSC Unit later formed a part of the

UNICEF commitments to Nigeria during 1979/1980 and was

covered by BAL/G.9 with supporting documentation.^ it

was agreed to carry out the implementation in two phases:

1) Establishment of the Printing Outfit and the

training of personnel

2) Establishment of the Audio-Visual/Broadcasting

components and appropriate training of personnel^

With this development, it was considered necessary to

seek the advice and technical expertise of a communications



^ " — / p l a n n e r to help government in a comprehensive

survey of the ,SC needs. And at the request of miCEP,

- e Ascroft, an Associate Professor, School of Journalism,

University of zowa, was invited as the consultant to

develop the plan for the project. The consultant then

decided to undertake a tour of seme selected rural areas to

be able to have first hand information and P l e d g e from
and about the people, for which the ,SC was being designed.

The consultant accompanied by Michael Oyedele, the

information officer for UNIC2F, _ , ,, representing the

Federal Government, visited a number of village communities

to determine not only the nature and number of social develop,

ment activities taxing place in them but also the various

bottlenecks constraining the extent and rate of such develop-

ment. ° - objective was to assess the need for osc services

as a vehicle both for encouraging the activities and for

overcoming the bottlenecks which may be constraining them.

These visits have left two salient impressions upon us

motion of villagers to bring about, to the extent possible

development of their communities through their own self_help

activities, "-h of this self-help is presently channelled

into construction of such infrastructural facilities as

-vie centres, town halls, maternity homes, health clinics



— ^ - Y are collected by way of community imposed

1-ies upon Its mambers. For example, one community in

" - — a s generated sufficient funds over the past
f - years to have various construction projects underway

valued at over N500,000.

2- ^ - were also struck by the almost total lack

of informational, motivational or Instructional material of

any kind t o w found anywhereih.theviliagestosupport '

^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ : ^ s e self-help activities. The

walls and bulletin boards of the schools, dispensaries and

health nutrition or environment̂  3 1 1 ^ 2 l e ^ ^ ^
^ s and book shelves of front line officers and workers

were innocent of any boosts, foldouts, brochures or guides

Providing instructions, for example, of how to make use of

fertilizer, raise poultry or rabbits or farm fish In small

- t s or dean drinking water or how to knit or sew or make

s^Ple furniture or how to treat common human or animal

-ess-raising video and movie d o c u d r Z r Z o l Z l % % r " "
pities of life-enhancing alternatives as yet undreamed

of in rural communities. "There simply was virtually _

reading or viewing material, save perhaps bibles and prayerbooks



either observed by us or reported to be p r e s ^ i . the vil-

lages v i s l ^ . " is the absence of such materials i. the

rural and even the urban areas which must constrain social
ana economic development in crucial ways that provides

an arguable case for the need to establish PSC services in

the country."

Frcm what we have seen, the only psc service presently

available in the areas visited is the State or Local govern-

ment frontline development worker. Apparently, there are

centage of the village communities in the nation, chronic

transport problems are evident everywhere we went, further

limiting the number of villages frontline workers are able

to contact as well as the number of times each village can

be visited. The fortunate few chosen for attention

tend to be the ones which are self-motivating, into these

communities, the workers venture armed with nothing but

their mouths.

They would like to be better equipped than this. They

aids and printed materials, some of which would be used to

enrich their interactions with village people and others of

which would be left behind as aide memoirs of the messages

they sought to transmit. Knowing that they cannot visit

more than a few villages in their zones, they hope for the



materials left behind with them to friends and relatives

of other villages, thereby extending the workers' radius

of influence beyond their present capability. There is a

need to provide these materials.

They would like to be able to take along with them,

or cause to be brought into those villages which are not

self-starters, motivational material to create awareness of

Possibilities to emulate. At the present, such materials,

if they were indeed available to them, are likely only to

be those channelled through international and bilateral

aid agencies such as umcEF and u.S.A.I.D. These materials

often depict people of alien cultures prospering in foreign

settings. They are hardly the stuff to arouse community

effort, ^ere are no materials known to be readily available
showing how local communities in familair settings have

gone about the business of helping themselves. Yet such

materials are likely to inspire emulation more powerfully.

There is a need to provide them.

They would like to participate in national campaigns

abounding with timely follow-up materials. Some we talked

to have been involved in the national functional literacy

campaign (now taken over by the Federal Ministry of Education,.
But no further material besides the original primers have

been forthcoming. A thirst to read has been created which

requires a constant supply of new materials to keep it quenched
This observation further underscores the dearth of reading
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